
 

 
 

BNU X AOMI APP Payment Channel Offer 

Terms & Conditions  

1. This offer is available to all BNU customers (“Customer”) that settle the payment via BNU 

Payment Channel (“Payment Channel”) in AOMI APP; 

2. The promotion period starts from 28th September, 2020 until stocks last;  

3. Customers with a single transaction of MOP 150 or above in AOMI APP via the Payment 

Channel get a MOP 20 AOMI Coupon (“Coupon”); 

4. The Coupon will only be effective on the following transaction of over MOP20.1 in the AOMI 

APP and settled via the Payment Channel; 

5. If the purchase in which the Customers use the Coupon to complete the payment has been 

refunded, AOMI APP will only refund the actual amount paid by the Customers and the 

amount of the Coupon will not be refunded. 

6. The Coupon is valid for 1 month from the date of issuance. Unused Coupon will, after such 

period, expire automatically. Any expired Coupon shall not be re-issued; 

7. Each Customer is entitled to receive the Coupon once; 

8. The Coupon cannot be used in conjunction with other offers; 

9. The Coupon cannot be transferred, refunded, cashed or exchanged for other items; 

10. AOMI APP is owned and managed by Macao E-Media Development Company Limited 

(“Service Provider”); 

11. BNU is not the management company of AOMI APP, and will not be deem responsible if the 

Customer failed to receive the Coupon caused by app error or misconfiguration; the 

Customer must resolve such issue directly with AOMI APP. 

12. BNU is not the service and product provider and will not be responsible for the quality of 

service and product provided. The Customer should resolve any dispute directly with the 

service provider; 

13. BNU and Macao E-Media Development Company Limited reserve the right to amend or 

terminal this Promotion and/or its Terms and Conditions without prior notice. 

14. In case of dispute, BNU and Macao E-Media Development Company Limited reserve the 

right of the final decision; 

15. These Terms and Conditions are available in Chinese and English. In case of any 

discrepancy or inconsistency between the different versions, the English version shall prevail.  

 


